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Basketball buckets are back and we are taking march madness to another level with
our own chestnut land challenge! we are giving away cold hard cash and a bunch of
awesome Auntie Anne's swag to the winners!

challenge details
who can slam dunk the highest percentage of sales under the following tournament themed specials:

*Free Throw Buckets - One limited edition Basketball Bucket (any Variety) & 2 medium Drinks
(fountain Soda or Original Lemonade)
*3 pointer - Three limited edition Basketball Buckets (one bucket each of Original Pretzel
Nuggets, Cinnamon sugar Pretzel Nuggets and Mini Pretzel Dogs)
The challenge runs from March 10th through april 6th. stores must email a picture of their
"march madness bucket display" in order to qualify.

email justin vallia (jvallia@chestnutland.com)

challenge prizes
1st place - $400 cash to be split amongst the entire staff in the store
2nd place - $300 cash to be split amongst the entire staff in the store
3rd place - $200 worth of Auntie Anne’s swag such as water bottles, pretzel socks, tumblers,
phone cases and more.
*does not include 3pd orders*
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March Employee Spotlight

Meet
Christopher Kirklin
store manager Cinnabon 103629

Christopher Kirklin joined the Chestnut Land team as an AGM at store 103629 in
December of 2020. He was promoted to Store Manager in January of 2022. In the
short time since his promotion, Chris has worked hard with the team to uphold
Cinnabon’s CORE values, especially “We are Clean & Attractive”. Every time I visit the
location I am WOW’d by the cleanliness of the bakery and the organization and
appeal of the display case! Just the other day one of our franchisee home office
associates commented to me on how great the bakery looked when he stopped by
earlier in the week! We are very fortunate to have Chris on our team and look
forward to his continued success & commitment to wow our guests!!
written by area manager Crescent Chapman
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Employee Spotlight
Christopher Kirklin
1. What do you listen to on your commute?
Usually when I'm in the car on the way to work in the morning I Listen to Dave and
Chuck The “Freak” on the Michigan Rock station 101.1 WRIF. Sometimes
i’ll switch it up a bit with some Rock Like Metallica to some Hip hop like Snoop Dogg.
Honestly it just depends on how the morning starts out.
2. Who has impacted you the most in your career?
Hmm. Probably my kids. I am a father of 5 and if anything has made me want to
succeed more in life it is them. they’re what keep me going every day pushing me to do
better.
3. What are the best and worst purchases you’ve ever made?
Best purchase Would probably be a guitar amp that I had been saving forever to get
as a teenager (that I still use today)
I honestly don’t know if i’ve made a purchase i’ve regretted to where it significantly
upset me. I’m usually pretty careful with my spending.
4. What’s something I would never guess about you?
That I Basically have a Zoo in my house.. We are HUGE Animal Lovers! my family has
always had iguanas, turtles, etc since I was a kid. Now as an adult I specifically love
Reptiles. We have snakes, Lizards, Monitors, Rabbit, Cats, a Dog as well as fish. I
love that my kids have learned the responsibilities that come along with them too.
from feedings, to cleaning and all out learn about. It’s an experience I love sharing
with them.
5. If you could win an Olympic medal for any sport, real or fake, what would it be?
Eating Enchiladas
6. What’s the best prank you’ve ever pulled on someone?
I wont say my best because those might be frowned upon haha but recently I bought a
fake moving cockroach and scared my son with it. He cried, I laughed. He did end up
laughing eventually..
7. What is your favorite menu item at Cinnabon?
The Classic Roll fresh out of the oven. What’s better!?
8. Would you rather sing in front of your coworkers or dance?
I do both Daily, they think it’s embarrassing. what’s the point of life if you can’t
laugh tho right?
9. What advice do you have for someone new to the industry?
Keep on doing your job, play by the rules and remain positive it will eventually pay
off. it might take awhile but you’ll get there.
10. What qualities do you look for when hiring new employees?
Over the last year i’ve been looking for qualities that best fit our “atmosphere” so
to speak. I look for Positive, happy, polite employees. people I think we can trust
that will work responsibly and well with others, not just with each other but the
customers as well. I have regulars/Managers of other stores here at Briarwood
that I normally chat with on a daily basis and they’ve all been happy and
compliment the way and direction i’ve taken this store over the last few months,
especially with my ‘Happy Go” employees. They’re all amazing workers and
employees and I couldn’t be happier to have them all apart of our team.
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PICTURED LEFT TO RIGHT:
CHRIS SAMMARTINO, BOB HANNON (UNITED
WAY) AND LISA SAMMARTINO

United Way’s
Annual
Campaign
Drives
Community
Impact

(Youngstown, OH) – When the Covid 19 Pandemic heightened urgent and emerging needs, our United Way was uniquely
positioned and built for this work by improving lives through direct service, collaboration, volunteerism, and
advocacy. Our role as a leader in the non-profit community during this crisis inspired our donors to generously
support our work once again. That is the biggest reason we can announce our campaign total of $3,476,600, which is
the most money we have raised in an annual campaign in our 102-year history.
Chris and Lisa Sammartino served as the 2021 Campaign Co-Chairs. Chris serves on United Way’s Board of Directors and
chairs the Marketing Committee. He played a significant role in our Centennial Campaign by helping plan the 100th
Anniversary Gala. Lisa is a member of Women United, which focuses on the children in our initiatives. After a year of
unprecedented challenges, Chris and Lisa stepped into the role of Campaign Co-Chairs because they believe in the United
Way’s mission and this community.
“We both have seen firsthand the amazing work the United Way does in the community. We serve as Report Card Mentors,
we volunteer for the Saturday of Caring, and we help with the Christmas Gift Drive for the Success After 6 programs
every year,” said Chris and Lisa Sammartino. “We were extremely honored to take on the role of co-chairs for the
campaign. The community needs to know about the excellent work the United Way does for our neighbors in need. We
want to bring that message to everyone and knew we could do it in this role.”
Chris and Lisa want to thank everyone who donated this year to help United Way raise more than $3 million for the 6th
straight year.
“We may never be able to fully express our gratitude to all our donors, but we begin with thank you to all of you who
made this possible. This funding will allow us two years into the pandemic to continue to stabilize the individuals and
homes most impacted,” said Bob Hannon, President of the United Way of Youngstown and the Mahoning Valley. “We are
feeding hungry children and families, providing basic needs, helping nonprofit partners withstand drops in funding, and
continue the impactful work that we were doing before we faced the Covid Pandemic.”

THE MURANSKY COMPANIES LEAD THE WAY IN WORKPLACE CAMPAIGN!
The United Way workplace campaign unites employees in all offices or branches of a company, and gives them an
opportunity to donate, volunteer and speak out for causes that matter to them.

the muransky companies ranked #1 for 2021 workplace campaign donations!!
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HR Corner

Recruiting is like breathing, once you stop you die!
Many of you have heard me say that statement many times. It is a true
statement 365 days a year. Even when you feel comfortable with the current
staff you have, you should always be recruiting. That does not mean you
have every position posted on Indeed, but it means you are always looking
for the next great employee to add to your team. We hit March. soon It will
be Easter, then summer, then back to school, then the holidays before we
know it. I don’t ever want to wish time away as it already goes so fast for a
lot of us. With that said, we should always be looking into the future and
looking BIG PICTURE.
There is a way to balance labor hours vs being fully staffed. You can add
staff while also running good labor numbers. And Leo will work with you on
those labor hours as long as you are reaching out and talking thru it!
(don’t stop reading this email…)
While you are reading this, think of your staff. Are all of them rock stars
and help you succeed at your store? If you answer no, you should be
recruiting every day. Even on your days off – you patron other places while
you are off and with your family. If you see an amazing employee, give them
your contact info or tell them where to apply (our CLC website). Also, are
you making your location a FUN environment to retain staff? Positive
leadership starts with you and cascades down to your staff. Make it a place
where all of you enjoy driving to work every day. Will every day be
fantastic? Not always, that is reality. With that said, we are serving the best
pretzel product around and work with some amazing people! Take pride in
that and make your location FUN!
I felt it important to send a reminder about this topic. We all need to work
together to staff your locations, but it is not solely on the recruiting team
at Home Office. One of your essential job functions as Area/Store Manager is
to hire/recruit/retain! Make sure the NOW HIRING poster is up at your store
(and is in good shape – replace with a new one if the other one looks old) and
remind staff about the referral bonus!

- Rebekah Marstellar
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Employee
Referral Program
*Payout Amounts have been increased!*
*Store managers are now eligible!*

3 months of
employment
6 months of
employment
9 months of
employment
1 year of
employment

If referral
gets promoted

$200 Cash

$300 Cash

$400 Cash

$600 Cash

$250 Cash

If your referral makes it a year & gets promoted,
you can earn

$1,750 Cash

HOW TO GET PAID: Email Kasie Machingo kmachingo@muranskyco.com to let her know
about the referral. Twice a month an email will be sent listing who is eligible for
payout.
who is a referral: anyone you recommend to work at Auntie Anne’s, cinnabon & Jamba!
This can be a friend, family member, former coworker, mall employee, frequent
customer, Facebook friend or neighbor. *Employee must average 20 hours per month+
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Employee Referral Program
employees who earned CASH for employee referrals
March 1st, 2022

9 Months - $400
NICK BRUNER FL149/177 FOR REFERRING CHRISTOPHER CRUZ FL149
ASHLEY HIGGINS FL197 FOR REFERRING AIDAN COSGROVE FL197

6 Months - $300
ARTURO BARRIENTOS FL221 FOR REFERRING JENNIFER I LOPEZ FL221
RYAN SCOTT NC131 FOR REFERRING CHELSIE SCOTT NC102/131
AMANDA JARA MI137 FOR REFERRING SHANNON MEYER MI137
TIFFANI BROWN FL121 FOR REFERRING TERRANCE GULLENS FL121
JAMIE RESPESS NC140 FOR REFERRING MADISON UNDERWOOD NC140
DYANA LATTA FL197 FOR REFERRING KAYLA BOETTNER FL197
ASHLEY HOLES OH124 FOR REFERRING AZARYHIRA JONES OH124

3 Months - $200
LAQUETTA WALKER GA106 FOR REFERRING JAKAYLA THOMAS GA106
MICHELLE BROWN MI141 FOR REFERRING BRADD GILBERT MI120
GABBIE HOTALEN NC115 FOR REFERRING TYLER MENDIOLA NC115
MELINDA WILLIAMS IL169 FOR REFERRING RONICA ESKEW IL169
DEB HUIZENGA MI116 FOR REFERRING AMY SMITH EDMONDS MI116
CHRISTOPHER WOLFF IL131 FOR REFERRING DYLAN GENTRY IL131
VICKIE BENNETT IN111 FOR REFERRING REBECCA MANOLOVITS IN111
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Monthly Fitness

PLANK CHALLENGE
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Working On Wellness
NUTRITION
FOOD IS FUEL
From fighting fatigue to boosting your immune system, it’s important to eat well in
order to live well. Your body needs fuel to stay strong and healthy. Fueling your body
with fresh, whole foods is one of the best health choices you can make. People who
consume well-balanced diets have a lower risk of chronic diseases and infections. Once
you begin viewing food as fuel, it is easier to choose foods packed full of nutrients
instead of other choices that can weigh you down.

FUEL YOUR HEALTH
Eating healthy doesn’t need to be a stressful experience. Just remember that every hunger
pang is an opportunity to add more nutrients to your body. Once you begin eating
healthier foods that you enjoy, you might find that you feel better.
Keep the following healthy food suggestions in mind as you
fuel your health:

Eat more fruits and vegetables.
Choose whole grains over processed,
white bread.
Swap unhealthy snacks with healthier
options like nuts or dried fruits.
Eat a variety of protein sources such
as poultry, fish, beans, or tofu.
Limit your added sugar intake to no
more than 6 teaspoons a day for
women and 9 teaspoons for men.
Now more than ever, it is necessary to make healthy food choices that improve your
immune system and make your body stronger. Health professionals are great sources for
information when it comes to making healthy decisions for your body.
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20/70 Club
February

hosted by dj twistee
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DTiQ Audit Streaks
3 consecutive 100% scores

FL231 - 16
MI141 -10
FL201 - 8
FL150 - 7
FL158 - 5
103628 - 4

T ogther
E veryone
A chieves
M ore!

TO THESE 7 STORES!
We thank you for your attention to detail and consistency throughout
your operations! Remember to focus on being the best we can be and always
do the right thing when no one is looking!
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March
Work Anniversaries
JUSTIN VALLIA - HOME OFFICE
LUIS-MICHAEL RODRIGUEZ - FL175
JONATHAN SCHLANGER - FL162
LAWRENCE DEJONG - MI115
SCOTT VALENTINE - HOME OFFICE
ALLISON LAWSON - PA254
JAMES VAUGHN - WV106
MARCELLUS ROBINSON - NC102
CHRISTINA NOUFER - HOME OFFICE
LOUIS JARA - MI137
JESSICA TRUE - FL111
AAMIY RIDGEWAY - GA116
ADAM CRIST - HOME OFFICE
STACEY SCOTT - IL136
DAYLIN ANDRZEJEWSKI - FL171
AMANDA KELLY - OH190
TALICIA ANDERSON - FL144
MICHAEL PEREZ - FL221
JUDE PUSHKAR - MI143
JADEN VALENTINE - MI117
ALEXANDER SWEDOCK - FL197
YIRALIS TORRES BUFFIT - FL175
MAKAILI JOSEPH - OH130
JOSEPH HARBIE - FL230
LA'SHAY HAYES - MS112
JORGE DISCUA - FL230

7 Years
7 Years
6 Years
6 Years
6 Years
4 Years
4 Years
4 Years
4 Years
2 Years
2 Years
2 Years
2 Years
1 Year
1 Year
1 Year
1 Year
1 Year
1 Year
1 Year
1 Year
1 Year
1 Year
1 Year
1 Year
1 Year

Congratulations to all of you on your work anniversary! This is something we
are very proud of and as should you. Let’s continue to grow this list each and
every month. Thank you all for your hard work and service over the years!
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March Birthdays

NADIA SMITH - GA116
GUILLERMO NORIEGA - REG
KAYLA SOTO - FL154
DESTINIE LAVENDER - FL260
SHARON CABALLERO - FL260
BRYNN BORAH - IL169
TAYLOR HARROD - FL226
QUINTAN BANE - FL MALL CINNABON
NIYA LIAS - FL144
KESHAWN MEDDERS - FL230
BRITTANY CHAPMAN - MI120
JALON GANUES - FL230
VANI CARTER - TN126
LA'SHAY HAYES - MS112
VERONICA JOSEPH - FL166
NASHCA CEUS - FL168
ERIC DILLON - GA139
KIARIA LOCKE - FL162
KAYLA BURROWS - GA110
YIRALIS TORRES BUFFIT - FL175
ALEXANDER VALDIVIA - FL221
KRISTIN MERRITT - OH147
ALLISON LAWSON - PA254
GABRIELLE NAVARRE - MI143
AUSTIN SHERMAN - OH175
JENNIFER WEAVER - MI123

3/2
3/2
3/2
3/3
3/3
3/3
3/3
3/3
3/4
3/4
3/4
3/4
3/5
3/6
3/6
3/6
3/6
3/7
3/8
3/8
3/9
3/9
3/9
3/9
3/10
3/10

EBONY ALLEN - FL132
JESSICA TRUE - FL111
IRWIN GONZALEZ PEREZ - FL231
ELIZABETH WILCOX - FL171
LEAH RICOTTILLI - FL180
MALAYNA JONES - FL143
ANGELA WRONA - IL165
CANDACE FOXWORTH - GA106
SINDY PEREZ-PENA - FL166
CHERYL AGRILLO - MI122
TYRONE THOMAS - FL149
NEVAEH EVANS - GA106
JAMES VAUGHN - WV106
FERNANDO DA SILVA POLANCO - FL201
SHANIQAH NOWELL - FL180
ALEXIS PIKE - TN126
NOARA PRADO - FL201
SHADEEMA KORNEGAY - FL185
MIRANDA CHAFIN - FL176
JADEN VALENTINE - MI117
NAIA WILLIAMS - GA116
JENNIFER JOHNSON - FL171
LISA STEENHAGEN - MI105
DYANA PICKARD - FL197
DRAVIOUS BURCH - FL MALL CINNABON
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3/11
3/11
3/12
3/12
3/13
3/13
3/14
3/14
3/15
3/15
3/18
3/19
3/19
3/20
3/22
3/24
3/27
3/28
3/28
3/28
3/30
3/30
3/31
3/31
3/31

